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bstract

Structure stability of RNi3 and RY2Ni9 (R = La, Ce) during cycling of hydrogen absorption/desorption was investigated by both solid-H2 reaction
nd electrochemical measurements, in order to understand the mechanism responsible for the poor reversibility, and to reveal the differences between

Ni3 and RY2Ni9 compounds. It has been found that, all of the cycled RNi3 and RY2Ni9 were subject to partial amorphization. This hydrogen-

nduced amorphization (HIA) occurred immediately in LaNi3, but proceeded gradually in CeNi3, LaY2Ni9 and CeY2Ni9. The HIA in these
ompounds is attributed to the RM2 subunits in their crystal structures.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Intermetallic RM3 (R = rare earth, M = transition metal) com-
ounds crystallize either in the rhombohedral structure of
uNi3-type (space group R−3m) [1] or in the hexagonal one
f CeNi3-type (space group P63/mmc). The RM3 crystal struc-
ure can be regarded as an intergrowth between the RM5 and the
M2 subunits, according to the scheme: RM5 + 2RM2 = 3RM3

2]. As a consequence, RM3 compound could be more receptive
o hydrogen than its RM5 counterpart, because the RM2 subunit
as a higher capacity than the RM5 subunit theoretically [3].
or instance, the absorbed hydrogen by LaNi3 is 1.54 wt% (at
= 10–40 ◦C and P = 3.3 MPa), corresponding to an equivalent

lectrochemical capacity of 411 mAh g−1. However, the stored
ydrogen by LaNi3 can only be released partly, which is briefly
ttributed to the formation of irreversibly amorphous hydrides
4–6].
To overcome this problem, recent interest has shifted to
M3-based pseudo-binary and ternary compounds, such as
Y2Ni9 (R = La, Ce). These compounds adopt the same PuNi3-
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ype rhombohedral structure as LaNi3 does, but exhibit higher
ischarge capacities than the binary compounds [7]. Unfortu-
ately, we have recently found that the complete reversibility
f RY2Ni9 hydrides is difficult to achieve, especially when
harged/discharged at a current density higher than 15 mA g−1.
n order to understand the fundamental reason responsible for
his finding, and to reveal the differences between the binary
nd ternary RM3 compounds, the structural stability of RNi3
nd RY2Ni9 (R = La, Ce) after cycling under solid-H2 reac-
ion and electrochemically charging/discharging were carefully
xamined in the present study.

. Experimental

.1. Sample preparation

Four samples with nominal compositions, LaNi3, CeNi3,
aY2Ni9 and CeY2Ni9, were prepared by induction melting, fol-

owed by annealing at 600 ◦C for LaNi3 and CeNi3, and 750 ◦C

or LaY2Ni9 and CeY2Ni9. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was per-
ormed at room temperature on a Bruker AXS D8 diffractometer
sing Cu K� radiation with a step size of 0.02◦. The diffraction
atterns were further analyzed by the Rietveld method imple-

mailto:dlsun@fudan.edu.cn
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Table 1
Unit cell parameters of the as-prepared RNi3 and RY2Ni9 (R = La, Ce)

Samples Space group Lattice parameters (Å) Cell volume (Å3)

LaNi3 R−3m a = 5.066(9), c = 24.993(3) 555.6

CeNi3 P63/mmc a = 4.958(9), c = 16.515(1) 351.7
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Fig. 1. XRD patterns of LaNi3 cycled under 5.5 MPa H2. The initial sample
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case of LaNi3, the formation of binary hydrides, such as RHx or
YHx, was not observed in the cases of CeY2Ni9 and LaY2Ni9,
even at 200 ◦C.
aY2Ni9 R−3m a = 5.034(2), c = 24.507(1) 537.9

eY2Ni9 R−3m a = 4.986(1), c = 24.658(1) 530.9

ented in FULLPROF program. The unit cell parameters for
ach sample are summarized in Table 1. The values obtained
ere agree well with those reported previously [4,8].

.2. Solid-H2 reaction

Prior to solid-H2 reaction, the samples were mechanically
round into 38 �m powder and loaded into stainless steel reac-
ors in a nitrogen-filled glove box. The reactors were then
onnected to the Sievert’s apparatus. Fifteen cycles were per-
ormed between 5.5 MPa H2 pressure and vacuum at 25 ◦C
nd 200 ◦C, respectively. The resulting phase components were
dentified by XRD.

.3. Electrochemical measurements

The electrochemical measurements were conducted in a
hree-compartment cell at 30 ◦C. The electrolyte was 6 M KOH
olution. The working electrode was made by mixing the sample
owder with carbonyl Ni powder in a weight ratio of 1:4. The
ixture was then cold-pressed into a pellet (10 mm in diameter)

nder 16 MPa pressure. NiOOH/Ni(OH)2 was used as counter
lectrode, and Hg/HgO as reference electrode. In each cycle, the
lectrode was charged at 50 mA g−1 for 8 h followed by a 10 min
est, and then discharged at 30 mA g−1 until reaching the cut-off
oltage of −0.6 V versus Hg/HgO.

. Results

.1. Phase transition after solid-H2 reaction

XRD patterns of the four samples before and after absorp-
ion/desorption cycling under various conditions are shown,
espectively in Figs. 1–4. In general, it can be said that
ll compounds showed partial amorphous nature, i.e. HIA,
o some extent. This is evidenced from the disappearance
f some Bragg peaks, the peak broadening, the remarkable
ncrease in background and the significant decrease in diffraction
ntensities.

For LaNi3 cycled at 25 ◦C, some new and broad Bragg peaks
volved in the range of 25–50◦, see Fig. 1(b), and approximately
atched to those of LaNi5. This became more evident when the

emperature was raised to 200 ◦C, the diffraction peaks from the

aNi5 can be clearly identified, see Fig. 1(c) and (d). Besides, the

ormation of LaH2 was also observed. These results are not the
ame as reported by Chen et al. showing that LaNi3 decomposes
otally to amorphous phase upon hydrogenation [4]. Moreover,
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a), cycled for 15 times at 25 C (b), cycled for once (c) and 15 times (d) at
00 ◦C. For the sake of comparison in the same figure, the intensities of (b)–(d)
re enhanced by five times.

t can be seen from Fig. 1(c) that HIA and other phase changes
ccurred immediately once LaNi3 absorbed H2 for the first
ime.

For CeNi3, LaY2Ni9 and CeY2Ni9, it can be seen from
igs. 2(b)–4(b) that after cycled at 25 ◦C, the initial Bragg peaks
ere replaced by some weak and broad ones. These broad peaks

re located around the same positions than those observed for the
amples cycled at 200 ◦C, which were more evident and could
e identified to those of RNi3 and RNi5. In addition, unlike the
ig. 2. XRD patterns of CeNi3 cycled under 5.5 MPa H2. The initial sample (a),
ycled for 15 times at 25 ◦C (b), cycled for three times (c) and 15 times (d) at
00 ◦C. For the sake of comparison in the same figure, the intensities of (b)–(d)
re enhanced by five times.
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Fig. 3. XRD patterns of LaY2Ni9 cycled under 5.5 MPa H2. The initial sample
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a), cycled for 15 times at 25 ◦C (b), cycled for three times (c) and 15 times (d) at
00 ◦C. For the sake of comparison in the same figure, the intensities of (b)–(d)
re enhanced by five times.

.2. Electrochemical measurements
Fig. 5(a)–(d) depicts the evolution of the discharge curves
ith cycle number for LaNi3, CeNi3, LaY2Ni9 and CeY2Ni9.
ne can note that the discharge curves for each compound are

ig. 4. XRD patterns of CeY2Ni9 cycled under 5.5 MPa H2. The initial sample
a), cycled for 15 times at 25 ◦C (b), cycled for three times (c) and 15 times (d) at
00 ◦C. For the sake of comparison in the same figure, the intensities of (b)–(d)
re enhanced by five times.
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iscontinuous at around the potential of −0.75 V, indicating that
ore than one discharge process is involved. The discharge

apacity as a function of cycling number is shown in Fig. 6.
t can be seen that, for La samples, the maximum capacity was
eached after three cycles, with 175 and 260 mA g−1 for LaNi3
nd LaY2Ni9, respectively whereas for CeNi3 and CeY2Ni9,
he capacities start from 240 and 205 mA g−1, respectively and
ecrease continuously with the increase of cycling number. The
apacity loss after 20 cycles was 16%, 42%, 61% and 59% for
aNi3, LaY2Ni9, CeNi3 and CeY2Ni9, respectively.

. Discussion

The RM3 structures contains a long-range stacking arrange-
ent of which one-third is RM5 and two-thirds RM2 [2],

herefore, the hydrogen storage properties of RM3 could be
egarded as the combination from both the RM5 and RM2
ubunits. It is already known that RM5 compounds maintain
rystalline structures after hydrogen absorption, while RM2
15 Laves compounds decompose readily to amorphous phases

9–14]. Taking these facts into consideration, it is reasonable to
educe that the amorphization occurring in RNi3 compounds is
robably caused by the RNi2 subunits.

For LaNi3, the hydrogen absorption by its LaNi2 subunits
nduces the local lattice to become a disorderly one, leading
o the formation of amorphous phase. At the same time, the
aNi5Hx crystallites formed by the LaNi5 subunit start to precip-

tate. If the temperature is high enough, such as at 200 ◦C in the
resent study, LaNi2Hx may disproportionate to form LaH2, and
he left Ni-rich LaNi2 subunits thus transforms into LaNi5. Com-
ining these with the XRD results of Fig. 1, we may describe
hat happened in the LaNi3 by:

LaNi3
H2,25 ◦C−→ 2LaNi2Hx(amorphous) + LaNi5Hy

aNi2Hx(amorphous)
H2,200 ◦C−→ (3/5)LaH2 + (2/5)LaNi5Hz

s a support for the above, the precipitation of LaH2 and
aNi5Hz from LaNi2Hx was indeed observed by Chung and Lee

14]. Note that the LaH2 was not found at 25 ◦C, see Fig. 1(b),
hich suggests that the onset decomposition temperature for the

morphous LaNi2Hx is higher than 25 ◦C. For CeNi3, CeY2Ni9
nd LaY2Ni9, similar processes may occur during cycling.
ccording to the XRD patterns of the samples cycled at 200 ◦C

n Figs. 2–4, some peaks from the RNi3 phase still remained after
hree cycles, indicating that HIA and other phase transitions are
lower in these three compounds than in LaNi3. In terms of the
tudies by Aoki et al. [12], HIA in C15 Laves RM2 compounds is
trongly dependent on the atomic size ratio between rR and rM,
nd rR/rM > 1.37 is a critical value for HIA occurring. Apply-
ng this theory to the LaNi3, CeNi3, CeY2Ni9 and LaY2Ni9, the
alue of rLa/rNi, rCe/rNi and rY/rNi is 1.50, 1.48 and 1.42, respec-

ively, therefore, one may predict that the tendency to HIA should
e in the order LaNi2 > CeNi2 > YNi2. This is consistent with the
esults observed above that HIA occurred immediately in LaNi3
nd proceeded gradually in CeNi3, LaY2Ni9 and CeY2Ni9.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of discharge curves with cycle number for

ig. 6. Discharge capacity as a function of cycling number for LaNi3, CeNi3,
aY2Ni9 and CeY2Ni9.
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LaNi3 (a), LaY2Ni9 (b), CeNi3 (c) and CeY2Ni9 (d).

The phase transition processes are further supported by
he electrochemical measurements from four aspects. First, as
hown in Fig. 6, compared to the LaY2Ni9, CeNi3 and CeY2Ni9
amples, the maximum capacity for LaNi3 is the lowest, but
emained constant over 20 cycles. This can be understood by
he results of the solid-H2 reaction obtained at 25 ◦C, i.e. most
f the LaNi3 transform into irreversibly amorphous phase imme-
iately after absorption, while HIA occurs slowly in LaY2Ni9,
eNi3 and CeY2Ni9, the higher capacities are thus obtained in

he first three cycling. Second, the HIA processes can also be
educed from the evolution of the discharge curves in Fig. 5.
or the LaNi3, almost no plateau is observed in the discharge
urves from the first to the 20th cycle. For the other three sam-
les, however, a plateau is clearly visible in the first five cycles
though it disappears as the cycle number increases). This dif-
erence suggests that under the same conditions of charging, the
mounts of crystalline hydride decreases faster in LaNi3 than
n LaY2Ni9, CeNi3 and CeY2Ni9. Third, the second discharge

rocess started at around −0.75 V corresponds to some irre-
ersible processes that are responsible for the loss of capacity
ith cycling. These irreversible processes may associate with

he formation of highly stable binary hydrides and amorphous
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hases, as evidenced by the XRD results in solid-H2 reaction.
inally, it should be noted that although the initial capaci-

ies are different for the first few cycles (see Fig. 6), the two
a-containing samples or the two Ce-containing samples end
ith almost the same capacities after 20 cycles, i.e. about
45 mA g−1 for LaNi3 and LaY2Ni9, and 85 mA g−1 for CeNi3
nd CeY2Ni9. This feature suggests strongly that after 20 cycles,
he final active phases are the same in each case. According to
RD results in solid-H2 reaction, we believe that this final active
hase is associated with RNi5-related one. The most likely out-
ome is the LaNi5 for LaNi3 and LaY2Ni9, and the CeNi5 for
eNi3 and CeY2Ni9, if considering that the La(Ce)Ni2 and YNi2
re no longer active after decomposition. In situ XRD study on
hese compounds under electrochemical condition will provide

ore accurate information, which is in progress.

. Conclusions

Both solid-H2 reaction and electrochemical measurements
ere conducted to examine the structure stability of RNi3

nd RY2Ni9 (R = La, Ce) compounds during hydrogen absorp-
ion/desorption cycles. It is found that all compounds suffered
rom partial HIA to some extent, depending on the RNi2 sub-
nits in their crystal structures. HIA occurred more quickly in
aNi3 than in CeNi3, LaY2Ni9, and CeY2Ni9. These observa-

ions were confirmed by the electrochemical measurements: in

he first few cycles LaNi3 showed much lower capacity than the
ther three compounds; in the following cycles, the capacity of
aNi3 was relatively stable while those of CeNi3, LaY2Ni9 and
eY2Ni9 decreased gradually. Besides HIA, the precipitation of

[

[

[

ources 172 (2007) 446–450

Ni5 was found in the cycled RNi3 and RY2Ni9 (R = La, Ce)
ompounds.
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